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1. 216. barret-cap.   Same word as berretta, a small square cap
without a brim.
1. 221. kirtle, a tunic, used also for a woman's dress.
1, 228. below the knee.   Imitated from Drayton's account of
Robin Hood and his followers:—
'A hundred valiant men had this brave Robin Hood,
Still ready at his call, that bowmen were right good,
All clad in Lincoln green, with caps of red and blue,
His fellow's winded horn not one of them but knew.
When setting to their lips their bugles shrill,
The warbling echoes waked from every dale and hill;
Their bauldrics set with studs athwart their shoulders cast,
To which under their arms their sheafs were buckled fast,
A short sword at their belt, a buckler scarce a span,
Who struck below the knee not counted then a man.
All made of Spanish yew, their bows were wondrous strong,
They not an arrow drew, but was a cloth-yard long.
Of archery they had the very perfect craft,
With broad arrow, or but, or prick, or roving shaft/
Polyolbion, Song 26.
Scott refers also to the rule in jousting that it was unfair to wound an
antagonist in the thigh or leg, i.e. to strike below the trunk with the
spear. But this is a somewhat different point of honour. Scott
quotes from Froissart accounts of two duels in which by accident or
design this law of arms was broken, much to the indignation of the
gentlemen looking on. See Berners's Froissart, vol. i. ch. 366, and
ch. 373. Scott accidentally makes the offender Cator a French-
man, and Michael, his victim, an English squire. Cator was the
Englishman and Michael the Frenchman.
1. 291. with, a charm she stanched the blood. c See several
charms for this purpose in Reginald Scott's Discovery of Witchcraft,
p. 273.'—scott.
1. 296. salved the splinter. Scott makes the Ladye follow the
famous treatment of Sir Kenelm Digby, which was to do nothing to
the wound except cleanse it, bind it up, and keep it neither too hot
nor too cold, while he applied his medicaments to the weapon that had
caused the wound. This weapon was carefully dressed at intervals,
and treated with a sympathetic powder or ' ointment of honour.'
Sir Kenelm effected many striking cures in this way, and, Scott says,
delivered a lecture at Montpelier on the subject, which was translated
into English by R. White in 1658, «I presume/ Scott adds, 'tha.t

